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Please select your operating area:
All authorizations for China users require the "V-B2B-EXPORT" and "KVS" resources as default.
 
"V-B2B-EXPORT" - the application is made by IT VGC (vgc.uhd@volkswagen.com.cn)
"KVS" - the application is made through MyServe (extend UserID)
 
If the resources are not available, this order will be cancelled.
 
 
 
 
Please select a function, only aditional systems need to be ordered via "Systems".
 
You can view your brand's role catalog using the following link: 
https://lso.wob.vw.vwg/one/content/de/corporate/corporate_systems/systempage_22051.jsp?brand=vwpkw 
  
 Please provide further information on the following applications, if they are included in your role catalog. 
Do you need access to purchasing applications with price sensitive informations?
Is your department already listed on the Whitelist?
eNTI: Access to KVS is mandatory for eNTI.
The access can be ordered via my.Serve. Please use the option "extend a UserID". 
 
EKKZ is needed:
WhitelistNicht-Beschaffung 
Bitte beantworten Sie alle aufgeführten Fragen so detailliert wie möglich!
(Nur vollständig ausgefüllte Anträge werden bearbeitet!)
Wichtige Information für die Bestellung eines KID-Zuganges:
Funktion:
Required Information for the GSIS Access:
Function:
Additional Information for Globe-Access:
Addition to Einkäufer-Role:
Addition to LST-Role:
Addition to Verwaltungs-Role:
Addition to Leiter-Role: 
Additional Information for STAR-Access:
Commodity:
Additional Information for eNA-Access:
Commodity:
Necessary information for QlikView-access:
Please mention the QlikView-analysis/es, you need access to:
STAR/eNa brand extention
The applicant should receive access to processes which do not belong to his/her own brand. 
 
IMPORTANT
 Please state the name of the procurement manager or commodity manager for the brands requested / required. 
The application form needs to be approved by the responsible head of purchasing of the brand on which a price view is
supposed to be granted.
 
Requisites Access to STAR or eNA is already available or fully approved for setup.
Which access is needed for the brand extension?
UMB (UMB@Volkswagen.de) has to be notified immediately when access rights are no longer needed or used, so that
permissions can be revoked accordingly.
Sharepoint
Roles / Accesses (please select the role or  accessgroup, that you need):
Without role/s  selected no acesses can be granted! It's not possibel to name a reference.
The roles Change Request Owner, all DLV Rollen and Process/System Experts are normaly reserved for BS employees in Wolfsburg only. Single requests can be reviwed under exceptional circumstances.
eDocument Workflow
The requestor works as / for the division:
If the user has changed the division it is mandatory to inform the UMB Team immediately. By changing the division the requested access is no longer granted and needs to be requested again througout the new division. The access itself is only valid for max. 2 years and needs to be confirmed or requested again.
VADO
Applicant works as:
Only for VW, VW Sachsen, AUDI: type of substitution:
Change of Division must be communicated to UMB Team immediately.
A Change od Division implies the loss of access rights. The receiving division then needs to apply for user access again. It is agreed upon policy to award user access rights for two (2) years. After that, user access rights need to be confirmed or requestes again.
Beschaffung:eCl@ss-Schlüssel bitte alsAnhang in Tabellenformhinzufügen.
Validity period of access rights:
 
Basically the period of access rights is valid until:
- It is recalled by the user or department (e.g. change of department/ no more need for given access rights)
- If the further necessity of the access rights is confirmed due to a cyclical review, the access is valid until the next review.
- Unconfirmed access rights will be revoked, but can be requested again.
Informing the UMB Team about deregister the access rights is mandatory.
Time limitation for access rights:
 
If access rights are requested temporary (e.g. project work), please indicate this in the comment section separately.
Data protection:
Within the authorization management your data will be acquired and handled accordingly GDPR by the UMB-Team
Confidential
Annex For The Request
>> Only for access to price sensitive systems for external employees <<
 
Hereby I confirm, that the employment of the external employee
     
         at
 
 
              meets the following criteria:
         
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
The access will be checked at least every 6 month. If access is no longer needed before, please inform umb@volkswagen.de 
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COMMITMENT TO CONFIDENTIALITY
 
As an employee of
 
I will in relation with my activities in the purchasing systems according 
to my request from:                                (see attachment), also access non-public and confidential information about VWGroup-procurement processes.
I therefore commit myself to:
1.          handling all non-public information, especially details concerning prices and delivery sources, 
         confidentially and touse them solely for this designated purpose.
 
2.          This implies that: 
·         the processing and saving of data on EDP-equipment (e.g. laptops, computers, etc.)
·         requires suitable safety measures, so that at no time a third party can access this data.      die zu keinem Zeitpunkt Dritten Zugang zu diesen Daten ermöglichen;
·         the usage of network access ports and other resources is only permissible within the completion of
         the required tasks.
 
3. Any violation of these regulations will be verified individually.
4. Please contact UMB immediately (umb@volkswagen.de), if an account (User-ID) or/and its access rights
are no longer needed or used, so that this account can be deleted. 
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The user confirmation will handled withinthe my.Serve Workflowapproval. 
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